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Introduction
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−Our cities, towns and villages all have a long and intimate relationship with water and were

historically located around a water source, watercourse or coastline as the focus point for life and

trade.

Source: Perbadanan Pengurusan Sungai dan Pantai Melaka (PPSPM)



Introduction
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− In modern times, not only do we depend on clean water supply for our daily needs, but we also 

depend on water to grow our food and produce resources, to transport our goods and waste, 

beautify our urban areas and provide fun and recreation.

Source: PPSPM



Introduction
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− It is undeniable that the relationship between water and our urban areas needs to be given a 

higher priority to provide integrated solutions to flood risk management, sustainable water use and 

supply and the improvement of water quality in our treasured watercourses.

Source: United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO))

GOAL EXAMINE THE INTERCONNECTION 
OF THE URBAN WATER 
COMPONENTS AND THE 

POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES OF 
BASIN AND CITY MANAGEMENT 

WHICH USUALLY DO NOT SHARE 
THE SAME INSTITUTIONAL SPACE. 

OBJECTIVES EXPLORE THE INTERFACE OF THE 
URBAN WATER SYSTEMS IN THE 

CONTEXT OF ACTUAL 
MANAGEMENT. DESCRIBE THE 

POTENTIAL INSTITUTIONAL 
ARRANGEMENT OF BASIN IWRM 

WITH URBAN WATER 
MANAGEMENT.





Defining IUWM

− Integrated Urban Water Management: 

“A holistic mode of strategic planning which takes a landscape view 

of water challenges by looking at competing water users in an urban 

area,  catchment or river basin. 

Implementation:

“Through coordinated and flexible planning among water using 

sectors, allowing for optimal sequencing of traditional and new 

infrastructure with alternative management scenarios that leverage 

on efficiencies and conservation.” Source: World Bank



Defining IUWM

Source: CapNet



Service Objectives
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−Urban development – land use must preserve natural conditions and enable the system to support 

transportation, water supply, sanitation & effluent treatment, urban drainage and solid waste 

collection & disposal;

−Water supply must be provided from reliable, uncontaminated sources;

−Excess sewage must be treated – no contamination of the water supply;

−Urban drainage – preserve natural infiltration; avoid transferring downstream increased flow and 

contaminant load from stormwater runoff and soil erosion; and

−Solid waste must be recycled to encourage sustainability, financial exploitation of this resource, 

and proper disposal of the remaining material.





Urbanization and Rise of the Cities (1950 – 2030)



1. Total Population: 29 million (2010 Census); 42 million in 2050

2. Percentage of urban population: 71% in 2012; 80% in 2050

3. Rapid growth incongruent with provisions in Landuse Plan

4. Result:  Urban areas face higher and magnified risk of water shortages, 

localized floods, droughts and water pollution 

Urban River Basin Issues



Urban River Basin Issues

Fragmented planning & design of 
urban water services & 
infrastructure;

Public health problems, frequent 
flooding, and the loss of a rich, 
diversified environment in many 
regions; and

Transformation from a rural to an 
urban environment – a growing 
legacy of loss and liability for 
future generations.



Urban Environmental Challenges

Climate change,

climate variability

Demographic pressure:

population growth

Urbanization and 

settling on floodplains

There is no absolute 

safety.

Decision making processes 

- Community Participation, 

multi-stakeholder 

involvement

Ecosystem 

conservation

Securing livelihoods

Emergency response 

and Early-Warnings





Source: Jabatan Pengairan dan Saliran Malaysia (JPS)

Item Year State Remarks

1. 1990 Melaka, Johor Melaka water crisis (Durian Tunggal 

Dam)

2. 1998 Kuala Lumpur, Selangor, Pulau Pinang, Melaka, 

Kedah, Kelantan, Sabah & Sarawak

El-Nino

3. 2005 Negeri Sembilan Negeri Sembilan water crisis

4. 2010 Sabah, Johor, Kedah, Perlis El-Nino

5. 2014 Kuala Lumpur, Selangor, Johor, Kelantan, Perak Prolonged dry spell

6. 2016 Perlis, Kedah, Pulau Pinang, Johor, Perak, 

Kelantan

El-Nino

Water Supply (Prolonged Dry Spell)





IMPERVIOUS AREAS

IMPERVIOUS AREAS

FLOODPLAINS



COLOURS OF STORMWATER

Urban Environmental Challenges





Why IUWM?
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Let's Solve Water_HD.mp4


Why IUWM?
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Water Infrastructure Water Demand 

Management
Alternative Water 

Resources

Disaster Management GovernanceWater Pollution

• Changing impact of 

urban development 

on the natural water 

cycle.

• Coordination and 

planning of urban 

water sector for 

equitable share to all 

users.

• Closing the water 

cycle loop to achieve 

sufficient water for 

all to derive 

maximum benefits.



Urban Waters – Conventional Scenarios
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−Single path water supply system (source 

– user – discharge).

−Water supply, wastewater and 

stormwater systems: physically distinct.

−Stormwater conveyed away from urban 

areas.

−Favors structural & centralized 

approaches to sewage and water supply 

systems.

−High water standards needed regardless 

of end user needs.

− Lack of public participation in decision-

making.

Water and You- The Water Treatment Process_HIGH.mp4


Urban Waters – Changing (IUWM) Scenarios
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−Reclamation and reuse of water.

−Stormwater and wastes as resources.

− Integrated systems for water, energy and 

resource recovery.

−Water quality to match end-user needs.

−Green infrastructure, non-structural 

measures and de-centralized systems.

− Innovative technology to optimize 

efficiency and adaptation.

− Inter-agency and public cooperation in 

decision-making. 





How IUWM can be achieved?
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−There is no magic solution or single correct way to go about achieving the right degree or level of 

integration, nor is there one specific institutional model that is applicable to all cases. 

−What is required is a change in how individuals and agencies think about their water-related 

activities. 

−Often, strong political will and leadership are needed to get all players on board and move the 

process forward. 



How IUWM can be achieved?
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Water Sensitive Cities: 

−Resilient, livable, productive and sustainable with water security for economic prosperity through 
efficient use of the diversity of water resources;

−Healthy urban watercourses;

− Low flood risk and damage;

− Public spaces to harvest clean and recycle water; 

− Biodiversity, carbon sequestration possible; reduction of urban heat island effects.

Principles:

−Cities as Water Supply Catchments: Access to water through a diversity of sources at a diversity of 
supply scales.

−Cities Providing Ecosystem Services: Built-environment functions to supplement and support the 
function of the natural environment.

−Cities Comprising Water Sensitive Communities: Socio-economic sustainability with public participation.



Strategy 1: Wastewater Recycling/Reuse
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−Recycled water is water recovered by treatment of wastewater, greywater or stormwater runoff to a 

quality suitable for beneficial use.

−One of the greatest potentials for water reuse in the urban areas of Peninsular Malaysia is to 

reduce, supplement or replace the potable water demands of industries. Among the major uses in 

the industry are cooling system make up water, boiler feedwater, process water, site irrigation, fire 

protection, municipal use for cleaning purposes and others. 

Source: IWK



Strategy 1: Wastewater Recycling/Reuse
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−Full cost recovery (depending on ability to pay) is a desirable objective when comparing water 

prices for recycled water and treated water supplied for industrial use. Further, cost-benefit 

analysis of water reuse projects must include other socio-environmental criteria, based on a 

holistic approach and catchment scale. 

−Tariff chargeable for the supply of membrane treated recycled water has been worked out to be 

RM2.85 per m3 of water supplied (Final Report for Feasibility Study to Develop Water Recycling 

Plant Utilizing Effluent from STP in Peninsular Malaysia, May 2012, KeTTHA). This is slightly 

higher than the highest rate charged to industrial consumers in the country which is RM2.70 per 

m3 (assuming a consumption of 50 m3) in Johor.



Strategy 2: Water Sensitive Urban Design
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−Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) is the process of integrating water cycle management with 

the built environment through planning and urban design.

−Water Sensitive Urban Design is the process. Water sensitive places are the outcome. WSUD can 

be applied at all scales...WSUD is an opportunity to create beautiful, successful and resilient 

places.



Strategy 2: Water Sensitive Urban Design
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Which is cheaper to build?

Which is easier to maintain?

Which of these is preferable?

Why?

SUSTAINABLE URBAN SYSTEM???

Strategy 2: Water Sensitive Urban Design



SUSTAINABLE URBAN DRAINAGE SYSTEM

Strategy 2: Water Sensitive Urban Design



DEVELOPMENT PLANNING AND CONTROLS

Strategy 2: Water Sensitive Urban Design



SUSTAINABLE URBAN DRAINAGE SYSTEM

Strategy 2: Water Sensitive Urban Design



Strategy 2: Water Sensitive Urban Design

Source: CIRIA



Strategy 3: Rainwater Harvesting
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−Stormwater could be considered as a valuable resource and not as a waste problem or a threat. In 

the planning process, it can reduce the cost of climate adaptation and give greater benefits to 

urban and as well as rural areas and people’s lives

−Use of water from rainwater harvesting constitutes high potential of usage permitting lesser water 

quality. It can be harvested for recreational purposes that also provide environmental and 

economic benefits.



Strategy 3: Rainwater Harvesting

Source: CIRIA



Strategy 3: Rainwater Harvesting
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− In Malaysia, rainwater harvesting programme has been implemented for new housing 

developments and government buildings. Uniform Building By-laws (Amendment) 2012 provide for 

Rainwater Harvesting and Utilisation System to be installed only for bungalows and semi-detached 

houses with a roof area equivalent to or more than 100 m2.

−The 1 Utama New Wing building in Petaling Jaya, Selangor which has roof spreading over 30,000 

m2 collects adequate rainwater storage for 10 days for usage of the shopping centre. The 

harvested rainwater usage is restricted for toilets flushing, air conditioning cooling towers, car park 

washing and landscape irrigation. Bandar Utama had reported a 30% savings on water demand for 

the 1 Utama New Wing Building (The Ingenieur, June – August, 2010).



Strategy 3: Rainwater Harvesting
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Strategy 4: Water Efficient Products
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−Such products include water efficient water closets, showers, dishwashers, washing machines and 

efficient use of taps and restrictor valves. Efficiency labelling schemes are introduced to encourage 

manufacturers to produce efficient products which are recommended for use by consumers and 

users of water.



Strategy 4: Water Efficient Products
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−SPAN has enforced the Water Services Industry (Water Reticulation and Plumbing) Rules 2014 

starting 1 February 2014 with the use of dual flush toilets (full flush volume is 6 litres and half flush 

volume is 3 litres). This is mandatory for new development projects and renovated buildings. 

Furthermore, the use of urinal which has a flush volume of not exceeding 2.5 litres for each 

compartment has also been proposed.

−SPAN’s Skim Pelabelan Produk Cekap Air (SPPCA) Implementation Guidelines was launched in 

January 2013 for water closet, urinals, tap (basin, sinks and showers). At the end of 2013, two 

more closets were added which are washing machine and showerhead. The products are 

assessed based on usage efficiency for which star ratings are given. The number of stars reflects 

more efficient use of water.



Strategy 5: Technology
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−Decision Management System Tools such as National Water Balance System (NAWABS) for 

planning of water allocation and to assist state water managers to forecast and prepare a 

mitigation plan to counter prolonged dry spells.



Strategy 6: Alternative Water Sources
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−A number of alternative water collection systems have been tested and used in Malaysia. This 

includes the Hybrid Off-River Storage (HORAS) in Selangor, Horizontal Collect Well (HCW) in 

Kelantan and Riverbank Filtration System (RFS) in Perak. These systems have successfully been 

used as alternative source of water during times of prolonged dry spell. 

−The Review of National Water Resources Study (DID, 2012) also suggest the potential 

groundwater reserves in several states in Malaysia which has potential as alternative water source. 

DID estimates that RM 231 million is required for investigation works in 33 riverbasins and 

approximately RM 1,245 million for CAPEX for infrastructure development to tap this resource.

−Cloud seeding is a weather modification technique that involves the introduction of seeding agent 

into suitable clouds to encourage the formation and growth of raindrops and stimulate the 

precipitation process. Cloud seeding is done using light aircrafts such as the Cessna or military 

aircrafts such as the TUDM C-130.



Strategy 6: Alternative Water Sources
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Source: AF Jets

Source: PUB





IUWM in Peninsular Malaysia Study by ASM

▪ The Academy of Sciences Malaysia (ASM) has since 

2008 been undertaking studies pertaining to the water 

sector considered strategic for the country’s socio-

economic development. The studies have been 

overseen by a dedicated ASM Water Committee. 

▪ One of the task forces mandated by the ASM Water 

Committee on Sustainable Water Management (SWM) 

Programme was the Integrated Urban Water 

Management (IUWM) in 2015 chaired by Dr Low Kwai 

Sim FASc to conceive a pragmatic IUWM system for 

cities and urban areas in the country.

▪ The position paper on Integrated Urban Water 

Management (IUWM) in Peninsular Malaysia was 

completed in 2018.







River of Life – Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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AECOM_River of Life.wmv
ROL Cut July 2018.mp4


Active Beautiful Clean - Singapore
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mailto:Active,%20Beautiful,%20Clean%20Waters%20(ABC%20Waters)-%20Kallang%20River%20@%20Bishan%20-%20Ang%20Mo%20Ki_HIGH.mp4


Linear Rain Garden along Footpath

Rain Garden Integrated into Community Space

Cleansing Biotope to treat dry weather 
flow and first flush of storm runoff 

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Sg. Api-Api and Sg Tampines



• Rain garden (80m2) as a key landscape feature 

• ABC Waters Design Feature to harvest and treat storm runoff from the park and building 
roofs

Educational Board Overflow Pit
Inflow Pipe to Rain Garden

Upturn Pipe for Flushing 
(Maintenance)

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Lower Seletar Family Bay: Rain Garden/Bio-retention



Filter layer

Transition layer

Drainage layer

Under drain(s)

Scour protection 
(Rock spalls)

Overflow pit

Outlet pipe connected to 
stormwater drainage

>3 Month Storm 

3 Month Storm 

Working Principle of Rain Garden – a form 
of Sustainable Urban Drainage System 

(SuDS)



Treated runoff from rain garden and re-used to 
create water features

Treated runoff re-used to create water stage for 
Water Puppet Show

Treated runoff from rain garden and re-used to create Wading 
Pool & Children’s Stream

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Lower Seletar Family Bay: Rain Garden/Bio-retention



Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Lorong Halus Wetland



Reedbeds – More Established

Reedbeds – Initial Planting

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Lorong Halus Wetland



Polishing Pond 

Polishing Pond 

Bell mouth outflow control 

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Lorong Halus Wetland



Educational Kiosk – Day Time

Educational Kiosk – Evening Time

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Lorong Halus Wetland



Large filter bed at outfall drain Large filter bed at outfall drain

Linear filter bed at edge of the lake Linear filter bed at edge of the lake

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Gardens By The Bay



Meandering Gravel Swale Rain Garden

Vegetated Swale Vegetated – Gravel Swale

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Marina East Gardens



Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Sg. Ulu Pandan & Pandan



Before

After

Softening of canal with washed pebbles and geo-walls 

Geo-wall with plants 

Widening of discharge outfall to 
lower flow depth

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Sg. Ulu Pandan & Pandan



Sedimentation 
Basin 

Sedimentation basin 
(2m deep)

New viewing deck

Large rocks as 
energy dissipater 
blocks

Conversion of drain connection sump into an 
overflow weir for sedimentation basin

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Sg. Ulu Pandan & Pandan



Floating wetland to enhance bio-
diversity & DWF cleansing

Low weir to divert DWF into 
floating wetland area

More crippler plants to 
grow

Before

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Sg. Ulu Pandan & Pandan



Before

Viewing deck over 
vegetated swale

Vegetated swale

Active Beautiful Clean – Singapore

Sg. Ulu Pandan & Pandan

After



LA River Revitalization – Los Angeles, USA
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LA River Revitalization_HD.mp4


Conclusion
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−The presentation has put forth IUWM strategies for consideration and adoption to achieve 

sustainable cities.

− IUWM needs to be applied and implemented in an integrated way by the people and partners that 

plan and design the built environment. 

− In doing so, we can bring together the skills and creativity of practitioners who plan and design the 

places we live in to bring much wider benefits to communities and revive our urban water sources.
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Any Questions?

Ir. C Kamalesen, PEPC, FIEM, ACPE, APEC Engineer, ASEAN Engineer, IntPE

kamalesen@gmail.com                                                                               

012-3050540


